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Diffuse cortical 
meningioangiomatosis associated 
with intraosseous meningioma: a 
case report.

Tena-Suck ML1, Ruiz-Treviño A2, González Mosqueda JP2

Abstract

Meningioangiomatosis consists of benign hamartomatous lesions of 
the brain and the leptomeninges, which typically present with seizure. 
We presented a case of a 26-year-old man with right-sided temporal 
intraparenchymal meningioma originating from underlying meningio-
angiomatosis. The patient manifested temporal-type seizures as the 
initial symptom. After gross-total removal of the tumor, histological 
examination revealed a transitional meningioma with surrounding 
neural parenchyma and features of meningioangiomatosis, fibroblastic 
meningioma was observe in meninges, grade I WHO classification. 
Temporal bone showed fibroblastic meningioma with abundant psam-
moma bodies and vessels proliferation and extended fibrosis. Although, 
there were no signs of anaplasia, necrosis, or increased mitosis, tumor 
islands were observed in the adjacent neuropil. Immunohistochemistry 
was performed, meningioma was positive for vimentin and EMA and 
the proliferative vessels were positive for CD34, CD105, Factor VIII, 
EVGF, SMA, BFGF and DPGF. GFAP showed hypertrophic astrocytes 
and subpial gliosis. Neu, synanptophisin and NSE manifested in 
atypical neurons. EVGF, SMA, BFGF and DPGF were also positive on 
cortex meningothelial proliferation. The rare association of meningio-
angiomatosis and meningioma is discussed, along with radiological 
and surgical findings. The patient was operated upon, and gross total 
excision was performed. The main clinical and pathological features 
of this entity are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Meningioangiomatosis (MA) is a rare benign 
disorder, a rare hamartomatous lesion of the 
cerebral cortex that usually mimics other intra-
cranial malformations in clinical appearance on 

imaging.1 Headaches and seizures are the most 
common clinical presentation, is often asymp-
tomatic or in association with neurofibromatosis 
(NF)1-3 or von Recklinghausen’s disease,4 Sturge-
Weber syndrome, or with astrocytic hamartoma,5 
meningocele or encephaloceles,6 or rarely 
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occurs in association with a meningioma,7-9 ar-
teriovenous malformations, oligodendrogliomas, 
meningeal haemangiopericytomas and orbital 
erosion etc. Genetically it associated to deletion 
of the NF2 gene.9 The symptoms also depends on 
the location of the lesion that can appear in any 
cerebral lobe. Seizures are refractory to medi-
cal therapy in 85% of patients with MA without 
neurofibromatosis (NF).3,5,6 However sudden 
unexpected death has been reported.10 The age 
of patients presenting with MA is highly variable 
from newborns to elders.

The lesion may mimic a tumor both clinically 
and radiologically. CT and Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (MRI) are both important modalities 
for MA as a possible diagnosis. MA can be 
even more diverse in its presentation on imag-
ing because of the different morphologies the 
lesion can adopt. The imaging features may 
be entirely non-specific. MRI erroneously sug-
gests meningioma, lowgrade tumour, vascular 
malformations or revealed an infiltrative and 
diffuse lesion,1-5,8 enhancement on T1-weighted 
MR imaging, and calcification on CT, with a 
prevalence of 79.6%, and 89.6%, respectively.8 
MRI finding of susceptibility artifact appears to 
associate with the presence of calcification on 
the CT, or lesions exhibit at least some edema 
and mass effect.11 Magnetic resonance imaging 
demonstrated predominantly hypointensity on 
T1-weighted images and hyperintensity on T2-
weighted images.11

Surgical treatment is frequently suggested, and 
is satisfying in most cases. Rarely, MA has been 
described among these, meningiomatosis with 
meningioma is the most frequent combination 
and basically have a benign clinical course in 
children and young adults.12

MA is a rare, probably hamartomatous condition 
characterized by nonneoplastic intracortically 
proliferation of angiomatous blood vessels, 

capillaries and meningothelial cells, fibroblasts 
in brain parenchyma and in meninges;1-5 also, 
leptomeningeal calcification has been de-
scribed.11 It commonly mimics other intracranial 
malformations in clinical presentation and ap-
pearance on imaging. It is extremely important 
for the pathologist to be aware of this entity and 
to distinguish it from other lesions, like cortical 
invasion by a meningioma, intraparenchymal 
meningioma and intracerebral schwannoma, 
which it may mimic.12

The aim of this paper was a presented a case of 
26 years old young man with massive menin-
gioangiomatosis associated to meningioma in 
plaque and diffuse temporal bone infiltration.

CASE REPORT

26-year-old, with no stigmata of neurofibromato-
sis Type 2, history to cranial trauma with a joist, 
without loss of consciousness. Initially com-
plained of moderate intensity headache, which 
became more intense until suddenly presented 
seizure and postictal, five months before admis-
sion. Neurological examination demonstrated 
hyperalgesia in the left trigeminal branch, with 
no other pathological findings.

Head CT showed an osteolytic lesion in the 
squamous portion of the left temporal bone 
with dural infiltration (Figure 1a), MRI was per-
formed and showed a isointense left temporal 
lesion, affecting the cerebral cortex in different 
sequences depending of meninges (Figure 1b), to 
the administration of gadolinium has an intense 
nodular enhancement and a confluence of the 
adjacent meninges (Figure 2c), in spectroscopy 
slight increase of the hill and slight decrease of 
n-acetyl aspartate is observed, no pathological 
images observed in echo gradients. CT angi-
ography showed that the vessels are observed 
with increasing adjacent tumor vasculature in 
the cerebral cortex. Intraosseous meningioma 
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Figure 1.  MRI, A) in axial T1 with gadolinium that showed a left temporal which apparently it originated from 
infiltrating the meninges and brain parenchyma, B) IMR coronal in T2 that showed brain infiltration, C) axial 
and in D) coronal angioTAC with MIPS observed normal cerebral vessels and hypervascular left temporal lesion 
that suspected a intraosseous meningioma. D) Gross aspect of temporal bone that showed erosion and cyst 
formation. E-F) Gross aspect of the temporal bone, showed erosion and cyst formation.

was suspected (Figure 2d). A craniotomy was 
performed and the total temporal lesion was 
excised. The samples were send to pathology 
department, we received two different speci-
mens, one corresponding to white soft tissue 
fragments, medium consistency greyish white 
and fibrous, and measured 30 × 20 × 15 mm. 
Besides I received a temporal bone segment mea-

sured 56 × 50 mm, which showed a cystic lesion 
(Figures 1e and 1f). Histologically, meningeal 
and cortical and subcortical masses were found 
surrounded by a palisade of spindle and/or oval 
cells and dense fibrosis plaques (Figures 2a, and 
2b). In adjacent nervous tissue many pathologi-
cal blood microvessels were observed and some 
were unsheathed by a perivascular proliferation 
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Figure 2. Histologically features of tumor. A) Showed the meningeal lesion, a low grade meningioma with 
scarce psammoma bodies (H&x200). B) The interphase between meninges and cerebral temporal cortex, which 
showed meninges hemorrhage and cortex shoed numerous blood vessels (H&Ex200). Cortex showed not only 
numerous and tortuous blood vessels as well as meningeal tumor infiltration (H&E x200). C) The vessels were 
irregular fibrosis and hyalinized wall of the vessels and showing a pattern swirling and some glasses meningo-
thelial cells were observed in D) (Masson x400). With Masson stain observed the blood vessels proliferation 
E) and hyalinization of the walls F-G) (massonx400), some vessels showed a meningothelial cells proliferating 
forming typical whorl formations that mimic a intravascular meningioma, and H) whorl formations observed. 
I) Temporal bone showed fibroblastic and psammomatous meningioma invasion with dense fibrosis. The left 
temporal bone showed meningioma with psammoma bodies’ infiltration (H&Ex400).

of spindle cells (Figure 2c). Those blood ves-
sels showed intense fibrosis as well as fibrosis 
plaque (Figure 2d), and meningothelial cells 
proliferation (Figure 2e). Masson stain showed an 
intense or strong blue reaction perivascular loca-
tion (Figure 2e). In some blood vessels showed 
luminal meningothelial cells proliferation sug-

gesting intravascular meningioma (Figures 2f and 
2g) and whorl formations (Figure 2h). Temporal 
bone showed fibroblastic and psammomatous 
meningioma invasion with dense fibrosis (Fig-
ure 2i). Immunohistochemistry was performed, 
for vimentin and EMA varied between different 
parts of the tumour (Figure 3a) spindle-shaped 
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Figure 3. Immunohistochemistry. A) Vimentin was positive in meningeal tumor, B) vimentin positive en in wall 
of the blood vessels. C) GFAP positive reaction and subpial gliosis. D) CD34 positive in endothelial cells of the 
blood vessels. E) ENS positive diffuse immunoreaction coming to show atypical diffuse large neurons. F) Neu 
evident atypical large neurons arranged in a disorganized pattern. G) EVGF, H) BFGF and in I) SMA positive 
immunoreaction in meningothelial cells proliferation around the blood vessels in brain parenchyma (HIC x400 
original magnification).

cells were diffusely vimentin and SMA-positive 
expression and meningothelial cells prolifera-
tion in cerebral cortex (Figure 3b); meningeal 
tumor was focal positivity for S100 protein and 
smooth muscle actin (SMA) in the lesion with 
no reaction for GFAP. In contrast GFAP was 
strong positivity in subpial location (Figure 3c). 
Factor VIII, CD34 (Figure 3d) CD105, EVGF, 
SMA, BFGF and DPGF positive reaction was 
limited to endothelial cells while the remaining 

tumor were negative for CD34. Synaptophysin 
(Figure 3e), Neu (Figure 3f) and enolase neuron 
specific (ENS) showed atypical neurons. EVGF 
(Figure 3g), EVGFR2, BFGF (Figure 3h), DPGF 
and SMA (Figure 3i), showed immunoexpression 
in meningothelial cells proliferation in cerebral 
cortex (Figure 3e). Pathological examination 
revealed Meningioangiomatosis with transitional 
meningioma WHO grade 1 was diagnosed.
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DISCUSSION

Meningioangiomatosis is a lesion categorized 
by linear capillaries, and perivascular cuffs 
of meningothelial cells and neurons, some 
exhibiting nuclear atypia. The combination 
can lead to an erroneous diagnosis of more 
common situations, such as meningioma (with 
intracortical extension) and anaplastic astrocy-
toma. Contrary to these more sinister diagnoses, 
meningioangiomatosis is a completely benign, 
presumably hamartomatous entity.12 MRI is 
particularly helpful for establishing the origin 
of the lesion and its anatomical location, while 
CT shows calcification, if present. MRI in MA is 
totally nonspecific, but nevertheless, Zao et al,13 
reported that Gyriform hyperintensity on FLAIR 
sequence is the main MRI feature of MA, which 
associates with proliferating blood microvessels 
with perivascular cuffs of spindle-cell prolifera-
tion within the cortex on pathological features.

The pathological characteristics establish the 
diagnosis and underline the differences from 
other entities such as malignant meningioma, 
one of the most important differential diagnos-
tic considerations. Histologically, the lesion is 
characterized by a proliferation of blood vessels 
and meningothelial cells arranged around vessels 
in the meninges, cortex, and underlying white 
matter. The pathological findings are character-
ized by proliferation of meningothelial cells and 
leptomeningeal vessels as well as calcifications 
within the mass.11 In our case, the mass was 
characterized histologically by meningothelial 
cells arranged in a multinodular pattern. More 
caudally the lesion merged with subpial abnor-
mal newly formed plaque-like shaped tissue 
characterized by thick branching bundles of 
spindle-shaped cells surrounding a central ves-
sel. Numerous blood vessels and floating fibrosis 
with hyalinization were observed not only in 
the duramater in brain but adjacent tissue and 
bone. We see a clear fibroblast meningioma, 

WHO grade I, in duramater and in bone, but 
in the blood vessels of the brain parenchyma 
with meningothelial proliferation suggesting 
and meningothelial transitional meningioma 
was observed.

Immunohistochemistry meningiomas have usu-
ally a positive immunoreaction to vimentin and 
epithelial membrane (EMA). The spindle cells 
both within the palisades and the perivascular 
proliferations were vimentin and focal and 
EMA positive. The tumoral nodules in brain 
parenchyma were also vimentin and weak EMA 
positive. GFAP was diffusely weak expressed 
in neuropil and subpial gliosis. CD34, EVFR, 
CD105 and Factor VIII-positive reaction was 
limited to endothelial cells while the remaining 
spindle-shaped cells were diffusely expressing 
Vimentin and positiveSMA as well as a negative 
for CD34. The fibrillary nodules did not express 
CD68, lysozyme, vimentin, EMA, nor neuro-
filament and GFAP. They were strong blue to 
Masson stain.

Although there are no signs of anaplasia, ne-
crosis, or increased mitosis in MA.7 In another 
hang tumor islands in the adjacent neuropil were 
observed by Savargaonkar et al.14 In our case Neu 
and synaptophysin expressed in some neurons 
and showed minimal cellular atypia and tumor 
islands (meningioma) in the adjacent neuropil 
were also observed and those expressed vimentin 
and focal EMA. Kobayashi H, et al15 describe 
meningioma-like nodules. In our case differs 
from either island or meningioma tumor-like 
nodules in the adjacent neuropil, the question 
we asked ourselves was; Consider these me-
ningiomas nodules-like or whorl formation or 
meningioma, or as true tumor or as invasion or 
should we call them as meningioma and in situ.

MA that only rarely occurs in association with a 
meningioma. In our case histological examina-
tion revealed a fibroblastic meningioma with 
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surrounding neural parenchyma and features 
of Meningioangiomatosis, and meningioma in 
plaque and temporal bone infiltration. Those 
features had also positive immunoreaction for 
vimentin and EMA. The question we asked 
ourselves is: was a meningioma or intraosseous 
meningioma in the bone plate furthest extension 
associated with maningoangiomatosis?

Cyst formation has been also described in as-
sociation with MA,15 our case did not present 
cystic formations in meninges or brain but in 
the bone, also shows significant stromal edema 
which gives the appearance of micro cysts in the 
background/neuropil.15

Proliferation of vessels are absent MIB1 im-
munoreactivity or low MIB1 levels in the lesion 
support the clinical impression of a slow-growing 
lesion and further support a malformative or 
hamartomatous etiology.16 Our case presents 
a MIB-1 index in meninges 4 and 2% in bone. 
Meningeal nodular lesions and meningeal ves-
sels with intense proliferation were absent. Less 
immunoreactivity for progesterone receptor and 
high Ki-67 labelling index are generally known 
to be associated with invasive meningiomas. 
However, high expression of progesterone recep-
tor and low Ki-67 labelling index in the present 
cases supports the idea that brain invasion is not 
an indicator of malignancy but an independent 
finding associated with meningiomas which have 
arisen from meningioangiomatosis.16

Psammoma body formation or dystrophic 
mineralization and gliosis of the intervening 
parenchyma was observed by Prayson et al.16 
In our case we note that meningeal tumor and 
especially in intraosseous tumor had numerous 
bodies psammoma in mineralization process.16 
Bodian stains unsuccessful to demonstrate 
neurofibrillary tangles within prevailing paren-
chymal neurons.16 Neu, synaptophysin and ENS 
expressed atypical neurons and neurofibrillary 
tangles with a disorganized pattern.

Suárez-Gauthier et al described plaque-like 
proliferation of meningothelial and fibroblast-
like cells surrounding small vessels and trapping 
islands of gliotic cortical tissue or scare.17 How-
ever, we observe those irregular fibrosis plates 
densely stained blue with Masson stain, both in 
the meninges and the cerebral cortex as well as, 
some fibrous vessels were so dense that reached 
plaque and differentiated into fibroblast-like cells 
could not be totally ruled out.

Ultrastructural these proliferating cells are com-
posed of elongated heterochromatin-rich nuclei 
and slender cytoplasm-containing microfila-
ments, occasionally associated with desmosome 
junctions and basal lamina like structures, 
Goates JJ et al,18 described that immunoperoxi-
dase and electron microscopic studies did not 
supported a meningothelial origin of this lesion 
and described that dominant cells being fibro-
blastic, derived from vessel walls; however, their 
origin from arachnoid cap cells that differenti-
ated into fibroblast-like cells could not be totally 
ruled out. Residual neurons within the lesion 
contained neurofibrillary tangles with ultrastruc-
tural and immunostaining properties identical to 
those seen in Alzheimer’s disease except for the 
absence of A4 amyloid.19 Furthermore, gliosis 
with Rosenthal fibers and prominent connective 
tissue elements have been described.19 We did 
not find Rosenthal fibers.

Preoperative diagnosis is difficult and challeng-
ing because of its diverse clinical, pathological, 
and imaging features. Cytologic features has 
been described, in pap smears arranged at the 
time of intraoperative consultation showed 
numerous thin-walled capillaries together with 
bland spindle cells. Occasional large cells with 
prominent nucleoli were also observed.12

Microscopically, irregularly branched blood 
vessels extending into the gray matter from the 
meningeal surface are surrounded by a concen-
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tric arrangement of proliferating spindle-formed 
cells.16 Vimentin and EMA positive. Refereeing 
from these findings, together with a negative 
immune reaction for S-100 protein, the histogen-
esis of these proliferating cells is most probably 
meningothelial in origin.15

The evidence for meningeal, perivascular neural 
plexus or pericytes origin does not appear to 
be well founded. The difficulty in identifying 
an exact histogenesis cell and probably reflects 
an origin from a primitive perivascular mesen-
chymal cell. EVGF, EVGFR, PDGR, and BFGR 
revealed a probable origin in mesenchymal 
stem cells.

Angiomatous meningioma or angioblastic me-
ningioma also corresponding WHO grade I is 
a tumor formed a predominance blood vessels 
over that of the tumor cells, the vascular channels 
may be small markedly hyalinized walls, and 
moderate to marked degenerative nuclear atypia 
is common.20 The differential diagnosis includes 
vascular malformations or meningioangiomatosis 
and capillary hemangioblastoma, depending on 
the prominence of vessels and the occasionally 
non meningothelial appearance of the tumor.20

In conclusion, meningioangiomatosis is a rare le-
sion, probably of malformative origin, consisting 
of meningovascular proliferation. Meningiomas 
arising in the background of meningioangio-
matosis in brain parenchyma is rare conditions 
which pathologically and radiologically mimic 
invasive meningioma.
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